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Changing politics: the city as a laboratory

Greens believe politics can be different. As social and political landscapes are ever changing, the challenge is to keep adapting our political 
recipes. New social movements, new ways of citizens participation and other interesting challenges make our cities the ideal political level for 
experiments and renewal.
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Restoration or disruption?

● The question answers itself, we are witnessing the 
creation of new citizen movements of disruption 
that transcend the logic of our institutional and 
political system. Politics is being done outside the 
traditional political organizations and social 
movements. And a new kind of social movements 
are leading citizens demands 

● The pressing questions is if we are decided to be a 
part of a new way of doing politics that sets the 
people as the protagonists of the decision making 
process. 
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Radical democracy 

● The radical changes our democracy needs, will not come from the 
present political institutional design. We must incorporate to the 
new formula: ideas, causes and actions from the new political 
players and movements. Both a reflexion and experimentation is 
needed, we must search for new forms of direct participation. We 
are talking about bending the narrow edges of our political system 
so that citizens can shape the political agenda. The good news is 
that we now have the technology to do so. 

● Internet social networks have opened a whole new channel of 
participation for cooperation, activism and political action. The way 
in which we talk politics, resolve conflict and rethink our 
municipalities has changed.
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Radical democracy 
● Citizens initiatives, movements of disruption:

● Indignados movement : 15M Colmenar Viejo or 22M movement
● Water Anti-privatization Movement: Plataforma contra la Privatización 

del CYII 
● Platform for People Affected by Mortgages: Plataforma de Afectados por 

la Hipoteca (PAH) 
● Anti-cuts & Anti-privatization movements (Mareas) Public Health & 

Education
● Immigration rights movement:  YoSiAcompaño
● Women's rights movement: Derogation of the Abortion Law
● Direct democracy: Rodea el Congreso
● New Energy Model (NEM) Plataforma nuevo modelo energético

● New consumption models:
● Urban Gardens, Alternative currencies, Consumption Group etc.
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Disobedient Citizens
● If Citizens Movements have been the central element for 

reopening debates that were buried for years, the 
regeneration of our democracy must include them. We 
believe diversity and pluralism guarantee the success of a 
21st century democracy. Political organizations must 
cooperate and be flexible in opposition for any attempts 
towards uniformity.

● We must not forget that citizens organizations have 
demanded and forced those changes in the streets, 
organizations such as las mareas, la PAH, el 15M, el 25S or 
Juventud sin futuro. There are no shortcuts, we must 
understand, that our political instruments are damaged 
beyond repair, and we need a radical change.
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Disobedient Citizens

● Citizens are already using mechanism of direct participation, 
they have organized themselves around specific demands 
and causes.

● We no longer see representative democracy build around 
political parties as the only option.

● We are not talking about punctual electoral alliances, it’s a 
huge new and unexplored dimension of politics.
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Method, contents, alliances
For the relation and network creation between the diversity of 

movements:

● From confrontation to cooperation
● From the office to the network
● From the common house to the common cause 

OpenCode Political and social organizations (sharing & interacting) 

● Open:  4 structural changes in our organizations: 
● Transparency
● Accessible information
● Open debates
● Our political infrastructure as a public service for political action
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One method: three objectives

1- Space of political cooperation and participation

● A full-scale project, diverse with the objective of winning local 
elections. With whom? Parties and movements from the left, 
ecologist, internet democracy as well as the new citizens 
movements and platforms.

● In order to achieve this we change the way of interacting between 
the actor:
● instead of confrontation, recognition of proficiency or expertise
●  From the fronts or classical political alliances in offices to the 

creation of a network.
● From the common house to recognition of diversity and 

pluralism with multiples causes we share. 
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One method: three objectives
2-Regeneration & Transparency 
● Citizen audit: both of the process and funding of the candidacy.
● Transparency. Interest & patrimony, even before being part of the 

candidacy. 
● Specific measures and commitment against corruption, with 

mandatory measures that change the  internal structure of Parties, 
movements and institutions.

● 3-Real democracy
● Open primaries,  referendums, public hearings etc.
● From a closed agreement to the open and joint assemblies for the 

articulation of the candidacy

We now have a citizens candidacy
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Alliances 
● A Popular Unity project is only possible if we focus 

on the creation of a social majority leaded by 
citizens as opposed to organizations.

● The electoral arithmetics cannot play a role in the 
construction of the alternative. It is not a question 
10% + 5% of votes  will give us enough force to 
govern our cities.

● Bear in mind that institutions and political parties 
are seen as part of the problem, and not the 
solution.
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Contents & causes 
● Institutions must defend common interest and must get back 

capacity of decision.
● Guarantee basic social rights: housing, jobs, education, 

health universal and public.
● Change of economic model for a social and sustaintable 

economy, for citizens now and in the future. New urban 
development and energy sources. 

● Cities open to the direct participation and control:
● Transparency: ethics and politics 
● Citizens Audit 
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Some final ideas  
● Shared leadership between parties, movements 

and citizens.
● Diverse motor group  with the objective of 

including a majority, to guarantee the Popular 
Unity.  

● Open Primaries with values: plurality, diversity, 
parity

● Participation in the whole process: assemblies
● Transparency: campaign budget 
● Anti-corruption: Transparency & ethical code
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